Angel
Angel's character is complex. From a loving protective background to one of
seeing murder and torture Angel grows up struggling to sit comfortably with
her peers. People are either scared or distrust her even though she tries
desperately to be normal and fit in. She has an unusual gift of being able to
heal through touch which was passed down from her mother. Later in
Telepathy she discovers she may also be telepathic inherited from her
mother's brother.
Angel possess’ little control of her two gifts which she describes as a curse.
Her frustration can lead her into all kinds of trouble. Angel's character is full
of confusion as she tries to understand her past and what is expected of her
now, and in the future.
Angel is naïve and trusts people too easily. She touches on being autistic as she likes everything
displayed in a regimental manner. Angel also has a strange passion for apples that goes far beyond
being autistic. Eating an apple a day is an obsession that gives her an unexplained strength and power.
Angel is of slender build. She has long dark thick hair and eyes as dark as coal. Her loyalty to protecting
her family leads her from one uncontrollable situation into the next situation with no chance to
contemplate actions.

Quotes:
“I am not a bad person, Damien, and neither is Edward,” she whispered. “If I had done
what I was supposed to do, nobody would have died.” (Page 216 – Pain)
“Sometimes I look at my hands, and I can see blood on them. I’m scared that I’m like
him.” (Page 236 - Pain)
“Sit in front of me and close your eyes, and don’t open them until I tell you to.” She was
in a strange mood, but he obeyed. (Page 43 – Pain)

